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best suited to make the crucial introductions you need to close your next big deal. 
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All your relationship data automatically in one place

Affinity automatically analyzes your team’s communication data and 

augments it with trusted third-party data to build the ultimate virtual 

relationship Rolodex. Gain a holistic view of all your relationship activity 

including the dates of the first and last email sent, any attachments sent, 

whether an email has been overlooked, and even who facilitated  the 

introduction. With Affinity, team members understand the full context of 

external relationships and can avoid crossing any wires. 

PRECISE 
PROSPECTING

Automatically map your team's 

relationship graph and discover 

the virtual Rolodex of prospects 

where your team, investors, and 

advisors have connections.

LEVERAGE YOUR 
NETWORK

Retroactively capture your 

entire company’s' relationship 

knowledge and illuminate 

paths to referrals and warm 

introductions.

REDUCE 
COMPLEXITY

Eliminate spreadsheets for 

contact management knowing 

Affinity is always working 

behind the scenes to keep your 

contacts and deals up to date.

EFFECTIVELY 
MANAGE PIPELINE

Keep track of meetings, 

manage follow-ups, and 

receive instant updates related 

to your pipeline as your team 

works. 

Their connections, your next big opportunity

Nothing is more effective at helping you get in the door as referrals and 

warm introductions. With Affinity, eliminate the guesswork involved in 

asking for introductions. Stop cross-checking LinkedIn, your CRM system, 

and other platforms hoping to stumble upon the right individuals to 

make introductions. Affinity's patent-pending technology and proprietary 

Alliances feature allows you to connect with your most trusted business 

allies and effortlessly leverage their network to close your next big deal. 

Affinity is the most powerful relationship intelligence platform built to help you leverage your most 
valuable asset, your network. Using patent-pending technology, Affinity instantly surfaces the important 

relationship data hidden in your communication streams and reveals which of your contacts is able to 

initiate the right warm introduction for your next big deal. Using Affinity is effortless. It eliminates manual 

processes by capturing relevant data, auto-updating contact in real-time, and automating CRM workflows.


